The division of labour suggests that the definition of an application be divided from the details of its reliable, distributed, heterogeneous, adaptive, dynamic, real-time, parallel, secure or other execution. This division is called a transparent execution since the details of the execution are not visible to the application definition. Instead, the details are contained within a system external to the application definition.
Of course even with a transparent execution some details of the execution are part of the application definition. For example, such details may include real-time or reliability requirements or include constraints on the time or resource costs of the execution. Transparent are the execution details needed to meet such requirements and constraints. Another example is the demand by a transparent parallel execution that the application definition contains relatively obvious implicit parallelism. Transparent parallelism does not magically transform an inherently sequential application definition into one with implicit parallelism.
Current computing practice does not divide the application definition from the application execution. Instead of this division, the details of the execution are embedded within the application definition. Thus great effort is required to produce an application with any of the above execution features. For example, the great effort required for a parallel execution is introduced elsewhere [Parallelism] .
A Bag-of-Tasks Application
An exception in the current computing practice described above is an application that obviously executes in terms of tasks. Examples of such a bagof-tasks application include:
• the simulation of many independent trials or events [Funnel] .
• the processing of many independent measurements or the evaluation of many independent candidate solutions [Internet Computing].
• the processing of independent media frames [RTU] .
• the matching of DNA to independent known sequences [DNA] . As described below, the definition of a bag-of-tasks application easily is divided from its execution.
A bag-of-tasks application also is known by many other names. For example in parallel computing such an application is known as perfectly parallel, as job-level parallel and as embarrassingly parallel [Parallelism] .
A task can consist of a computer, an instruction, data and perhaps other items. An item can be of arbitrary size and complexity. For example, the instruction can be a single machine instruction or a million-line program [Funnel] or can include code from an arbitrary programming language.
Once the items of a task are assembled, the task executes to completion. This criteria defines a task. For example, during its execution, a task thus does not communicate with other tasks. By definition, a task has no control over its execution.
For an application which executes in terms of tasks, the tasks and the items of each task may be declared to a system external to the application definition. Such a system is called a Task System and Item Architecture (TSIA) . By controlling the assembly of the items of a task, the TSIA controls the execution of the task. By controlling the tasks making up the application execution, a TSIA controls the application execution. The details of the application execution thus are contained within the TSIA and are divided from the details of the application definition.
A TSIA execution of a simple bag-of-tasks application is introduced by the sequence of illustrations in Figure 1 . The application simulates many independent events. A pseudocode version of the simulation program is given in Figure 1a ). This application definition is used in Figure 1b ) through e). In the original view illustrated in Figure 1b ), the simulation application reads an input file and writes an output file. In the TSIA approach illustrated in Figure 1c) , the input file consists of independent events and each one independently is used to produce an independent output event. Since it is independent, the production of each event obviously executes to completion once it is assembled. The production of each event thus obviously corresponds to a task. Thus the simulation program obviously is a bag-of-tasks application.
As illustrated in Figure 1d ), a TSIA may be introduced to the execution in order to manage the events. In other words, the TSIA manages the tasks and thus the application execution. The TSIA here is called Funnel since this example corresponds closely to an existing TSIA by that name [Funnel] .
In the execution of Figure 1d ), Funnel reads an input event and passes it to the simulation program for processing. The resulting output event is returned to Funnel, which writes it out. Funnel then repeats this procedure with the next input event. The application execution is complete once all events are processed.
The execution of Figure 1d ) can be a transparent reliable execution. Recall that the simulation program is defined by the pseudocode of Figure 1a ). The application definition contains no details concerning reliability nor any other execution. Yet Funnel can provide the simulation application with a transparent reliable execution. For example, assume a failure of the computer on which the simulation program is executing. Funnel can restart the simulation program on the restarted computer or on another computer. Funnel then executes the remaining events, including the event being processed at the point of failure. For reliability, Funnel must ensure that its own execution survives failures. Like other execution details, these are within Funnel and not in the application definition.
As illustrated in Figure 1e ), Funnel also can provide the simulation application with transparent parallel execution. Again recall that the simulation program of Figure 1a ) contains no details concerning parallelism nor any other execution. Funnel can execute the simulation program on a number of computers. Funnel passes each input event to one of the executions of the simulation program. When an execution returns to Funnel the resulting processed output event, it receives from Funnel another input event. Like other execution details, the details of parallelism are within Funnel and not in the application definition.
In addition to this transparent parallel execution, Funnel also could provide the reliability described above. In general, a TSIA can provide a combination of executions. Other executions are described in the next section.
Funnel thus demonstrates how a TSIA divides the application definition from the application execution. The application definition is contained within the simulation program. Vice versa, the application execution is contained within Funnel.
A Transparent Execution
As described in the previous section, a TSIA can provide a bag-of-tasks application with a transparent reliable or parallel execution. In addition to these two examples, a TSIA can provide a bag-of-tasks application with other transparent executions:
• reliable execution [DNA] . After the failure of a computer, its task executes on the restarted computer or on another computer. • parallel execution [DNA] [SISA] . The execution of a task can meet real-time constraints. While some existing TSIAs are research projects, others serve or have served real-world bag-of-tasks applications. For example, the soft instruction software architecture is a TSIA-like approach for real-time applications and was used in the 1965 Apollo Mission and in the 1970 Safeguard missile effort [SISA] .
Another example of a real-world TSIA is Funnel -a batch system providing a bag-of-tasks application with a transparent reliable, adaptive, heterogeneous, parallel execution [Funnel] . Since 1992, Funnel serves the simulation application of the ZEUS experiment at DESY -the national particle physics institute in Hamburg, Germany. For ZEUS, Funnel currently uses the otherwise-idle cycles of about 200 workstations spread across 15 institutes around the world. At each institute is one or more instances of the application execution illustrated in Figure 1e ). Since 1995, Funnel also is the basis of the simulation system for the L3 experiment at CERN -the European particle physics institute in Geneva, Switzerland.
ZEUS and L3 are each large experiments. For example, each will last for more than ten years and each involves more than 400 physicists. To date, Funnel has served about 1000 CPU-years to ZEUS and L3. The simulation data produced by Funnel has been used in more than 100 physics publications and in many more conference presentations, theses and other analyses. Funnel thus is a real-world TSIA that works well and is relied on by many people.
The transparent execution provided by Funnel greatly reduces in many ways the effort to produce the simulation application. For example, since the simulation application contains no details of its reliable, adaptive, heterogeneous and parallel execution, a physicist on ZEUS spends no effort on these issues when producing a new version of the simulation application. Vice versa, the division of the simulation application definition from its execution allowed the implementors of Funnel to spend little effort on the details of the simulation application.
Producing a Bag-of-Tasks Application
As described above, many previous projects have divided the definition of a bag-of-tasks application from the details of its reliable, distributed, heterogeneous, adaptive, dynamic, real-time, parallel, secure or other execution. For each project, this division has greatly reduced the effort to produce the application.
Based on previous projects, the following four steps outline how to reduce the effort required to produce a bag-of-tasks application. Of course, if only part of an application consists of a bag-of-tasks, then that part can be treated in this fashion.
In the first step, the application has to be recognized as a bag-of-tasks application. This may not be evident if the tasks originally are combined.
In the second step, the application definition is divided from the application execution and an interface is established between the two. The interface is the declaration of the tasks and the items of each task by the application definition to a TSIA. The TSIA contains the details of the application execution.
In the third step, the application definition is produced with little or no effort exerted towards the application execution.
In the fourth and final step, a TSIA is custom-produced for this particular application or is obtained from elsewhere. In either case, the TSIA is produced with little or no effort exerted towards the application definition.
Bag-of-tasks applications which have similar definitions, require similar execution features and use similar computing resources may use copies of the same TSIA. For example, while Funnel was custom-produced for the ZEUS simulation application, the very similar L3 simulation application adopted Funnel with relatively little effort.
Unfortunately, Funnel is not a generic TSIA and as such is not suitable for many other bag-of-tasks applications. The same is true for most other existing TSIAs. A generic TSIA would be able to provide a transparent execution to any one of a variety of bag-of-tasks applications with a roughly similar definition, roughly similar execution features and roughly similar computer resources. Due to the lack of generic TSIAs, many existing bag-of-tasks applications unnecessarily have a custom-produced TSIA.
A few generic TSIAs are available. For example, LSF from Platform Computing (www.platform.com) supports a job array, which may be considered to be a bag-of-tasks application. Each job corresponds to a task. LSF provides a job array with a transparent reliable, adaptive, heterogeneous, parallel execution. Since LSF is a batch system, each job of the array is processed by a separate execution of the application definition. Efficiency thus demands that the start-up time of the application be small compared to the time to process a job. As demonstrated by the commercial success of LSF job arrays, a bag-of-tasks application that meets this demand is the rendering of frames in computer graphics animation, where each frame or group of frames corresponds to a job or task. Many bag-oftasks applications don't meet this demand and thus are unsuited for LSF job arrays. This includes the ZEUS simulation application. Hence in Funnel, each execution of the simulation application definition processes arbitrarily many tasks.
Producing Other Applications
While most existing TSIAs support a bag-of-tasks application, a TSIA need not be restricted to such an application. Instead, a TSIA can provide a transparent execution to any application which executes in terms of tasks. As described below, a great variety of applications can execute in terms of tasks. Thus some existing TSIAs support applications beyond bag-of-tasks applications. Figure 2 illustrates an application execution in terms of tasks. The application is defined in terms of a programming language supported by a compiler. It in turn is supported by the item architecture (IA) part of a TSIA. The IA expresses the application definition in terms of tasks which it places into the task pool. The task system (TS) part of the TSIA takes the tasks from the pool and executes them using an operating system and other resources. After execution, a task no longer exists in the task pool or elsewhere. In short, a TSIA manages the application execution and thus can provide a transparent execution.
The TSIA is very much an extension, not a replacement, of existing computing practice and research. For example, part of an application may use a TSIA, while the other part does not. For some such applications, the role of the TSIA is similar to that of a coordination language [Coordination] .
One of the most general of the existing TSIAs is Cilk-NOW. It provides a transparent reliable, adaptive and parallel execution [Cilk-NOW] . Since it supports a subset of the C programming language, Cilk-NOW allows for applications far beyond a bag-of-tasks application. As outlined elsewhere [MIMD-Style] , also some other systems for parallel computing execute an application in terms of tasks. In these systems, a task is known as a nonblocking thread, a micro-thread, a non-preemptive thread or by other names. Unfortunately, efforts to produce TSIAs suitable for a variety of applications seem to have stalled. For example, the versions of Cilk after Cilk-NOW introduce the details of a shared memory execution to the application definition and thus abandon tasks and a transparent execution [Cilk-NOW] . Cilk abandoned tasks due to the assumption that tasks do not allow a parallel execution on a large data structure [Cilk-NOW] [MIMD-Style] . Also elsewhere in current computing practice and research, such assumptions on the limitations of tasks seem to have stalled efforts to produce TSIAs suitable for a variety of applications. Since the productivity gains of a transparent execution are tremendous, it is somewhat surprising that progress on TSIAs is stalled on the basis of assumptions.
The above assumptions on the limitations of tasks have two parts. The first part assumes that tasks don't allow for the convenient definition of an application. The second part assumes that tasks don't allow for a sufficiently performant execution. Among other things, the latter part concerns the overhead of a TSIA and its ability to use well the available computing resources for the application execution.
The first part of the assumptions is wrong [TSIA] . Tasks allow for a very convenient application definition. For example, tasks allow for a language similar to Fortran or C. This includes support for large data structures such as arrays, as well as for global items and interaction. In addition, tasks allow such a language to deliver features promised by functional computing. This includes support for partial application, abstract data types, nested routines and nonlocal items. The support for proper tail calls, non-strict evaluation, conditional items and streams also is described elsewhere [Alternative] . Object oriented and other definitions have not yet been examined. Thus many applications, perhaps most, can have a convenient definition which executes in terms of tasks.
Since the first part of the assumptions is wrong, the stalled progress on TSIAs is not justified. Instead, there is very strong motivation for producing TSIAs which provide a great variety of applications with a transparent reliable, distributed, heterogeneous, adaptive, dynamic, real-time, parallel, secure or other execution.
Only recently has the first part of the assumptions been shown wrong. Thus no new TSIAs have yet been produced, but this should soon change. In addition to the strong motivation, such TSIAs are very feasible. For example, TSIAs for bag-of-tasks applications, Cilk-NOW and other existing TSIAs provide some real-world applications with a sufficiently performant execution. Initially serving one of these applications, an existing or new TSIA could be incrementally generalized to serve a greater and greater variety of real-world applications with a sufficiently performant execution. This approach to producing a TSIA is very feasible since it involves relatively small steps and much guidance from the real world. Eventually such TSIAs would determine for what variety of real-world applications does a TSIA provide a sufficiently performant execution.
Similarly, a TSIA initially may provide a single execution feature such as reliability or heterogeneity. If demanded by its real-world applications, the TSIA later can be expanded to provide an additional execution feature. Existing TSIAs demonstrate that a TSIA can provide any combination of execution features. It is another tremendous motivation for the TSIA approach that it need never be abandoned when an additional execution feature is demanded.
Of course, other approaches to producing a TSIA also are possible. For example, a performant execution might not initially greatly concern a TSIA language emphasizing the unification of imperative and functional computing.
Summary
Current computing practice does not divide the application definition from the application execution. Thus great effort is required to produce an application with a reliable, distributed, heterogeneous, adaptive, dynamic, realtime, parallel, secure or other execution.
An exception in current computing practice is a bag-of-tasks application. In many real-world projects, a TSIA provides a bag-of-tasks application with a transparent execution. This division of the application definition from the application execution greatly reduces the effort to produce the application. By following these previous successes, also other bag-of-tasks applications can be produced with less effort.
While most existing TSIAs support a bag-of-tasks application, a TSIA need not be restricted to such an application. Instead, a TSIA can provide a transparent execution to any application which executes in terms of tasks. Many applications, perhaps most, can have a convenient definition which executes in terms of tasks. There thus is tremendous motivation to produce TSIAs which provide this great variety of applications with a transparent execution.
With these TSIAs, computing practice will divide the application definition from the application execution. Relatively little effort then will be required to produce an application with a reliable, distributed, heterogeneous, adaptive, dynamic, real-time, parallel, secure or other execution.
